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ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE WITH" RADIO RECEPTION

Radio reception is, in some localities, seriously disturbed
by interference arising from electrical apparatus in the vicinity.
A brief outline of the sources of such interference and the
methods usually used in mitigation is given herein, together
with .references to further information. No consideration is
given herein to interference produced by radio apparatus. The
only general remedy for electrical interference is cooperative
effort, on- the part of users of radio and users or owners of
the electrical sourcesof disturbance, to reduce or eliminate
the ieausps of the trouble. -

Mhch of -the work in mitigation of electrical interference
results in an improvement' in the operation of the electrical
devices' or supply lines and is thus

.

a- double gain. There are,
however, some electrical devices" which, even When in perfect
working order, cause disturbances' Which result in interference
with radio reception. In many cases it is possible to provide
filtersy yshields , chokes, etc,, either at the source of dis-
turbance or at the receiving set lywhich do much to "relieve the
difficulties. .. :

- y I . !

Part of the disturbance from electrical devices is prac-
tically inevitable

. and must be. regarded, .like: atmospheric dis-
turbances, as part of the inherent " limitation of radio reception.
In" other words, the limitation upon radio reception is not only
the distance and the. power of the transmitting stations and the
sensitiveness of * the receiving set, but also the omnipresent
background of slight electrical disturbances which drown out
signals below a certain intensity. This background of elec-
trical disturbances - is the underlying reason why reception from
local stations is inherently superior to reception from distant
stations.

^

:
:

t
:

Power-L i ne _
Induc -cion. - a frequent cause of interference,

is the ^re:ne-nce.Pf.:
!

ailt-erhating-current power wires near the
antenna; or

. receiving • set . Low-frequpnpy' ;voltage s' (usually 60
oyeies)

.
are induced and-' the resultant Current'- flowing in- the

receiying circuit causes-'-

a

: Hhumm :ing ,i; sound in -the telephone,
receivers. The-' low pitch of the'- hum will usually identify,
this' soured bf'-

; interference. a method of eliminating or at
least reduping- -the magnitude of- -th-i-s- interferonc e is- to place
thepantenney as far as, possible, from the. wire: lines-; and' right
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angles to them. -When the interference can not be eliminated by
such means, the proper choice of a receiving set may help. An
inductively-coupled ( two-circuit ) receiving set is less succeptibl
to such interference.

a

single-circuit .set. The use of one
or more stages of radio-frequency amplification should also help
to filter out the audio-frequency interference. It has been sug-
gested that audio-frequency interference .might be shunted around
a receiving set having a - series antenna condenser by connecting
between the antenna and ground terminals of the set a high resis-
tance, which will offer lower impedance to the audio, frequency
than will the receiving' set itself* • e

Spark ing Apparatus. - Sparks., are produced in the normal .
opera-

tion of many types of electrical apparatus-, (such as motors , door-
bells, buzzers, gasoline engines., x-ray apparatus > violet-ray
machines, come forms of battery chargers-., rural telephone ringers,
heating pad thermostats). Sparks are also sometimes produced at
defective- insulators, trahsfbrmxrs., etc., of electric wire lines.
Sparks usually give' rise to .electric waves.- which travel, alqng the
.'.electric power wires' and by: them are radiated out .aqd are then
picked up by radio" receiving sets. The noise, thus produced' in a
radio set may come from' a" disturbance which., has traveled many
miles along the '.electric power .wires.

.

One remedy for suen types. of /interference is...to eliminate
th v.; spark. This is possible if the spark is an electrical leak
and not necessary to the operation of the device in which" it

:

occurs. Many very easeful electrical-, machines , however, require
for their operation the making and, breaking of electrical cir-
cuits while they are carrying current and whenever this happens
a spark is- produced.- It- is;.. impossible [to eliminate, these '

;

machines; it is- therefore necessary -to make, the' spark of such
nature or ' so- arrange' the circuit s; that the radio-frequency
Current is’ -reduced or prevented -from: radiating.

'

' To prevent the 'radio-.frequency current-..produced' by a" spark
from getting- on to the lines . connect ings.thej ’sparki’npg 'apparatus
some form of filter circuit is necessary, A condenser'. ',(1 micro-
farad, more or less) connected across the sparking* points will
short' circuit, a considerable -amount’ of the; radio-frequency cur-
rent,/ or, a -condenser connected. ,ffcm each;

:
side ‘"of the' line to

ground* will -serve the sane -purpose. A choke coil in each' side
*vl/h.en

;

any connections axh -blade to the power .line.,, in order’ to
avoid fire, and • personal' injury

7

! only apparatus -that is 'carefully
,t;es't'ed as 'to; voltage ’and curfent-earrying rapacity should."be
used and the- power company should.be consulted before. '"making
the installation. Additions to the power..lines, should be .-made

only by qualified -personsv -' -

-'.m .v. ~ 1 I " hj, '/

of the line in addition to the condensers connected to grOund
forms a simple filter circuit which should prevent frequencies
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in the broadcast range
,
fron..getting on the. line. A high in-

ductance ( choke; coil) or high, roci stance connected in each aide
©f ttiie linetchangeG tlid' characteriGtiGB. of ::th-e •..circuit so as to
reduce the amount of po$er radiated. If such a filter circuit
is -not effective or is impractical, the apparatus nay in some
cases be surrounded by solid metal sheet or wire screen which
is thoroughly grounded. The screen whould completely surround
the apparatus. This nay be di'fficui-t. : For example, in shield-
ing tire ignition system of a gasoline engine the 'spark coils
and all wires and other parts of. the system must be enclosed
in metal shields and these must be. very well grounded.

Location of Source
:
of Interf eren-ce. - The. first thing to do

in- tracing the. source of trouble is. to make sure that it is not
in the receiving, set itself. The next thing is to disconnect
the various electric appliances in the house; if the inter-
fering noise is still heard in the. radio receiving set , it is
then" desirable- to * report ,, the situation to the electric power
company. IIany of the cor.ipanieshhave apparatus for the : purpose
of following- up complaints of this kind. Usually a receiving-'
set withaebii antenna. is used 'to determine the direction from
which the - interfbring /noise cones, and this outfit is- taken from
place to -place until .the source is found. The location of such
sources -ib' often a very difficult and baffling undertaking. It
sometimes requires that the power be-cut; off of parts of the line,
in order to trace, down the part of the line where the trouble
arises. The trouble sometimes' nones, from a spark
over an -insulaftpr to, ground, or between a pair of
may be that 'the wire is touching some object such
pole," guy : wife, etc. Such a spark discharge is. a

*

to the -Operating; company and a potential source of

discharge
wires, 1 or it
as a tree,
loss of; power
serious'

trouble ,
- and -for -

' these reasons the company is probably more
interested in finding and eliminating this type of trouble than
the radio listener. Large leaks

. and- sparks may. be observed at
night-," espee-i ally 3 in" wet weather. 'However, sparks which 'are too
small to be readily 'noticeable may cause serious interference to
radio reception-. . , 7 j. .

1'm;

Commutators.- Where d. c, motor's
radio receiving set," interference is- 1

are ., in operation near a
sometimes : caused, especially

when the - brushes on thbimotor ' are sparking badly. ...s'The '-sparking
should be 'reduced asgmucli -as possible by cleaning the commutator-
and proper ubttlng- of the brushes. The remaining.- interference
is sometMes -overcome by

.

placing two condensers,- (about 2 ••-micro-

farads each) in series ' across the power supply line and .'.connect-

ing their midpoint to a good ground system. This is substan-
tially as., outlined above under Sparking Apparatus'. ,f
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Bell Ringers. - Another source of interference is the ring-.,
ing machine used in rural telephone exchanges® Telephone engin-
eers can reduce or eliminate interference by connecting a filter
between the machine and the ringing keys; constants of a suit-
able filter are given on page 44 of Radio Broadcast, -May 1924-.

Precipitators

.

- Many cases of radio interference 'have been
caused by electrical precipitators which are used to prevent
smoke and noxious fumes or material from leaving the chimney.
The precipitator operates by establishing a highly -charged
electric field inside the chimney of such a nature and direc-
tion that particles going up the

.

chimney are ekargeh ..and . driven
against the- walls, where they stick. Precipitators cause inter-
ference for the; reason that the high voltage used in' their
operation is- obtained -from a rectifier which produces sparks
and generates radio-frequency alternating currents as well as
the direct, current - which the precipitators need. If the' pre-
cipitator is so- designed and arranged that the distance , befween
the rectifier and the chimney is ~ only a few feet or if
entire apparatus including all leads is housed in a metal
building there is usually no trouble. But if the rectifier
is separated from the chimney 'the wire which joins them .forms
a good, antenna, which will radiate and cause interference for
20 miles or more® Interference from these precipitators can
be eliminated by placing a grounded wire screen entirely
around these wires and thoroughly grounding the wire screen-
and the rectifier. x.tlf screening of the various parts is dm-'

.

practicable, damping, resistances can be inserted; at various
points in the wire line which' will reduce the amount of power'
radiated. Tuned circuits connected across- the spark gap of "

the rectifier will assist by absorbing the radio-frequency
power. :f

Sources of Further Information. - .Numerous. articles have
appeared in the technical magazines in the last few year's on
the mitigation of electrical interference. The folloWi'hg list
gives representative references to articles which can be con-
sulted in public libraries. A particularly full and. valuable- , .

treatment is given in the "Publication No. 25-63 ,
National Elec-

tric Light Association," cited, below.. Additional artiol-es are.'
listed as- they appear, under classifications Rl/Q and R4-30 ' in-

the. monthly list of ref ef endes,' to radio literature given in
the Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, published
monthly by the Institute- of Radio Engineers^ 33 West 39th St,,
New. .York, N.Y. •'

C* Manneback. Radiat-iori from transmission lines. Journal
American Institute of Electrical Engineers (A.I.^.E., New York,
N.Y, ) , vol e 42, pp. 95-105 , Feb., 1923®
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'

Complaint ..that. ringing; subscribers interfere with radio*
Telepxiony ’(60g So'. Dearborn' .St . , Chicago, til*), vol* g4, pi2g;
1923. ;

P.0. Briggs. Cornering' that buzzing Interference ( experi-
ment g

:
.
at Hartford, Conn.), QST .(American Radio Relay League,

W. Hartford, Conn..), vol. 7, p. 34; 1924.

Ringing tia'chine radio interference. H*R. Fritz. Telephony,
(60S So. Dearborn. St., Chicago, Ill),

;
vol. S7> p» lg; 1924. _

Investigation of power circuit .interference in radio; Report
of Radio Subcommittee,' Induc‘tive Coordination Committee. ' Nation-
al Electric Light Association Bulletin, (National. Electric Light
Association, New York City), vol. 11, p. 51I; Aligast, 1924.'..

'Radio" interference from electrical' precipitators. Radio
Service Bulletin, (Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.),
No. gg, p. 9., 1924.

RVE.Boeliler. The Elimination of radio disturbances claused
by the Cottrell precipitators. Electric Journal (530 Fernando
St., Pittsburgh? Pa. ) , vol. 21, p. 422; September, 1924.

The Augusta case (radio interference by p'ower linos exist-
ing in Augusta, Ga. ). P.C.Herault. QST, (American Radio Relay
League, W. Hartford, Conn.), vol. ‘g, p 6 '42; Septenber 1924.’

A. Rusaell. Inductive interference with communication
circuits.’ Journal' Institution Electrical Engineers (Institu-
tion of Electrical Engineers, .London, England), vol. 62, p. 94l

;

November, 1924.

Locating power leaks by.
;

radio. QST (American Radio Relay
League, W...Hartford, Conn. ) , vol. 9? p. 13, Sept'., 1925-

'

Radio inductive interference. Bulletin No. 1, Radio Branch,
Dept, of Marine & Fisheries,. Ottawa, Canada. (Price 15 cents).

N. W. Mg

L

achlan. Interference - I. (Describes methods of
reducing interference due

;

to
: d.c. machines and discusses the .

problems of atmospherics). Wireless World & Radio Review,
(iliffe & Sons, ..Ltd. , London), vol. 1.6, p. 79 )

Feb. 25, 1925.

Interference.- - XI. ' (Discussion of a type of interference
set up by' local high' power stations). Wireless' World & Radio
Review, (Iliffe & Sons, Ltd., London), vol. 16, p. 201, Mar. ,1925*

Interference. -Ill . (An examination of some miscellaneous
cases of interrupted reception). Wireless World & Radio Review,
(Iliffe & Sons, Ltd., London), vol. l6, p. 391; April, 1925°
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.Radio interference. (.Serial Report, of the Inductive Coor-
dination Conjrittee.,' -1924,\ 1925');.". Ko*-~ ;25pfi3

.

National* Electric Light ncsocitrt'ion , July-- 1925- (-'Copies

nay be obtained by writing to the As bo ci at ion at 33 West* -

39th Street, New York, N.Y., price 60 cents),

;N . W . McLaciilan . Interference ( artifice's- ahd; theif functions
in reducing disturbances) . Wi'reless* iifbrld ‘and Radio 'Review
(iliffe & Sons. Ltd. , London) , vol. 17? p. 6.4; July, 19.25-

'Ll JV Corbett.' The radio interference -plobleir and'- the •

power coupany. Journal American Institute of Electrical Engineer
• (Afl . E . 2 . , : York City), :y6l>,:.W,; 'p.:- ;

-

1

;

05J;; .
1925 . ,,

J. J. Jakosky., Correction of radio int e-rference ; ffon -

Co*t t rel 1 pr e c ip 1 1 atore. Chon i c al ''ail'd: 1 'et alluryi c al ' dlngi n e-e ring
(McGraw-Hill Publishing Go., New York City), vol, 33, p. 221;
April 1*92-6.

..

• '• -'w .
•

-

E. Krug, Radio interference caused by poorly -grounded
cable sheath. Electrical Jorid (McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.,
New’ York City), vol. d~]

,

p, 71'6V April 1926.-

*P. S. Donnell. Radio 'Interference 'iron power lines. «

Radio (Pacific Bldg., San Francisco ),. vol . 6, p. 31: June, 1926.

R.B® Asnbropk and R.W. Wight.- * Radio interference (nan-nade
interference • largely controllable :

-*• test - equipment -described
by Soutnern California Edison Co.), Electrical World (McGraw-
Hill Publishing Co., New York City), vol, -66,

• p.651; Gut., 1926.

R.S.'Kruse. Cures for power leaks. ’--'-QST (American Radio
Relay League, Hartford, Conn,), vol. 11, p. 9 J

*Mar&h., 1927-

B..E. Ellsworth. Location of radio interferehbe " (equipment
used, 'procedure followed, etc, ), Electrical -World (McGraw-Hill
Pub. Co, , New York City), vol. 69? p. 610, April 16, 1927-

RiM. A. Better Radio Reception Manual (Hone-nade static
and how to avoid it).. April 15 ? 192.9® Copies

r
nay be obtained

from Radio; Manufacturers Association, Inc., ll-t-Wbst 42nd St.,
New York, E, Y. Price 25 cents*) .

Maii-uade static - High voltage overhead electrical - tr-ans-
rrission lines and radio interference.

.

R. L. Soith-Rose.
Wireless World bnid Radio. Review ( tliff-e & Son's Ltd.', -Lbndon)

,

p. R76 , gay; 1929^ ’

•;

y

5 •
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J. C. Allen. Radio interference. Proceedings of the Insti
tute of Radio Engineers (institute of Radio Engineers, 33 West
39th St., New York, N.Y.), vol . 17? p. &62 ; May 1929«

Radio noises and their cure. Pamphlet with advertising.
1929. Obtainable from Tobe Deut schnann Gorp. , Oanton, Mass,
price 25 cents.

J. K. McNeely. The location and elimination of radio inter
ference. Iowa Engineering Experiment Station (Iowa State
College', Ames, Iowa) . Bulletin 105, 1931.

J. M. Duguid. Reduction of radio interference from tele-
phone power plants. Bell Laboratories Record (Bell Telephone
Laboratories, New York City), vol. 10, p„ 124; 1931.

Radio interference. Radio News (Teck Publishing Corp.

,

Dunnllen, N.J.), vol. 13, p. 560 ; 1932.

W. S.Percival . A bal anc ed wav e t rap • Wireless World
(lliffe & Sons, Ltd., London), vol. 31, p. 274; 1932.

G.H. Browning. Reducing man-made static. Electronics
(McGraw-Hill Pub. Co., New York City), vol. 5? P» 366, 1932.
Radio Craft (Techni-Craf t Pub. Corp. , -Mount Morris, 111.), vol.
4, p. 412, 1933.

a.L. J.Bernaert. Avoidable interference. Wireless
World (lliffe & Sons, Ltd., London), vol. 33, p.4, 1933.

Wireless under way — Suppressing radiation from car
electrical systems. Wireless World (lliffe & Sons, Ltd.,
London), vol. 33, p.lS, 1933.

C.V. Aggers and W.S.Pakela. Suppression of radio inter-
ference with capacity type filters. Electric Journal (530
Fernando St., Pittsburgh, Pa.), vol. 30, p,337; 1933.

A. Morris. Problems of electrical interference. Wireless
World (lliffe & Sons, Ltd., London), vol. 33, p. l44, 1933.

C.V. Aggers and W.E.Pakela. Reducing radio interference
from commutating machines. Electric Journal, vol. 30, p.423,
Oct., 1933. (530 Fernando St., Pittsburgh, Pa.).

E.H. Scott. Radio noise. Radio News (Teck Publishing Gorp.
Bunellen, N.J.), vol. 15 , p.272, 1933.

Department of Commerce,
Washington, D.G.
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